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Editorial Ramblings
This Newsletter is a bumper edition, with pictures and stories from projects throughout 2015, and
news of Music Matters in Croydon and the new series of Musical Offerings in Bromley.
All four of the Kingston Neighbourhood Grants Committees supported this season’s concerts
that started in the autumn and continued well into 2015, including a new grant from South of the
Borough that enabled us to offer monthly concerts January to March at Amy Woodgate House, and
to establish a new relationship with Cedars Unit, the rehabilitation ward at Tolworth Hospital.
The Lucille Graham Trust and the Red Socks Charitable Trust awarded grants to present
Percussion Play at four special schools. Children with a range of special needs, including many
with profound and multiple learning difficulties, got the chance to play some very large percussion
instruments at the Children’s Trust School and the Surrey Teaching Centre at Tadworth, and at
Rutherford School and St Giles School, both in Croydon. A gift from the Good Luck Charitable
Trust enabled us to return to Rutherford School during their summer holiday activity week for
Changing Times, a project that was also presented in June at St Nicholas School in Purley.
Music Matters at Whitgift House, Croydon on fortnightly Tuesday evenings is now paired with a
new series of monthly Wednesday afternoon Musical Offerings at St Mark’s Church, Bromley. The
brochures for spring 2016 are available and details are set out in this Newsletter so please tell all
your friends. Home-made cakes have made quite a hit at St Mark’s, and with a glut of Bramleys in
the garden apple cake has inevitably been on the menu. A donations bar has been available each
Tuesday at Music Matters, graced by the new wine glasses that save me having to borrow a boxful
on each occasion. Imagine my surprise when the delivery man knocked on the door and asked for
“Mrs. Matters”; just for a moment I thought my first name must be “Everyone”!
We made an experiment this autumn with a new pattern for our courses at Benslow Music Trust in
Hitchin. David Campbell and I have run a clarinet weekend there for over thirty years and this
September we extended the course by one night for those clarinet players attracted to perform in
local nursing homes on the Monday. In October we offered a separate weekend course for
musicians on any instrument, something we hoped would give this opportunity to players finding it
difficult to escape from work mid-week.
Following our collaboration last year with the Elm Singers, we have launched a new collaboration
with St Barnabas Beckenham. Our first event was a concert in September in our intergenerational
project Conversation Pieces - words and music uniting the generations. Three of our musicians
shared the platform with boys and two members of staff from Langley Park Boys’ School and
church members formed a committee, promoting the event locally and making all the arrangements
necessary for the event to be fully accessible. A group from Bertha James Day Centre came on their
minibus and everyone enjoyed a magnificent array of home-made cakes with afternoon tea.
Our blog passporttomusic.wordpress.com has accumulated a few new articles about recent
projects, and I’ve been experimenting with posting them through Tweets and Facebook, so if you’re
up to speed with social media then check us out.
STOP PRESS: Julia Desbruslais and I will be hosting a music party here at my home in Bromley on
Friday evening 15 January 2016 and details will follow soon.
Margaret Archibald, December 2015
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Percussion Play
Everyone Matters at the Children’s Trust schools, Tadworth,
and in Croydon at Rutherford School and St Giles School
Percussionist Sarah Stuart brought her van stuffed with large and exciting percussion instruments to
four schools during the course of the spring and summer terms 2015. I played the tunes on my
clarinet and Sarah led the percussion play with the aim of engaging every child in helping to
perform our own special versions of some of the masterpieces of the orchestral repertoire. In
extracts from Prokofiev’s Lieutenant Kijé we featured first the side drum, then the giant tam-tam
and bass drum, and finally
the xylophone with bells for
all in the three-horse sleighride. Wheelchairs were
moved so that arms could
stretch out sideways to
strike the tam-tam and the
bass drum, and one little girl
who balanced precariously
on her walker in order to
play the xylophone
surprised her dad and
perhaps herself by
mastering “Old MacDonald
had a Farm” (this last not to
be found in Prokofiev, by
the way)!
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Asked what activities engaged the children most effectively one staff member wrote, “large drums /
cymbals - vibrations and sounds elicited fabulous responses”. Another wrote, “I thought it lovely
that all the pupils’ names were remembered and integrated into the music/songs. Also, that the
group sizes were small”. It was good to know that we had allayed the anxieties of one teacher, who
wrote, “To be honest I wasn’t looking forward to them coming because many visitors we have are
not sure how to communicate with the children we work with, however I was completely wrong and
they were fantastic and worked really well with the students and adapted the instruments according
to the students ability”. The last word can be given to Music Therapist Sarah Kong:
I think allowing each child the opportunity to have an individual turn on the percussion
instruments worked really well. Margaret and Sarah were very flexible to the child’s needs
and allowed them time to attune to a new sound world and worked with how the child
responded in the moment. Everyone Matters offered the children freedom to experiment with
new and exciting sounds and had fun at the same time! It was a pleasure having Margaret and
Sarah in school and everyone is still talking in their classes about how much the children
benefited from the sessions. Everyone Matters enabled the staff to be uplifted and to see the
children responding in new ways.
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Conversation Pieces
Musical Menus

Snow nearly stopped play on 3 February when Martin Smith and I were due to perform at venues
around Kingston. In the event we began and ended the day as planned, at Amy Woodgate House
and at Tolworth Hospital, and only the concert for the Surbiton Club for the Blind failed to take
place at all. My morning drive to Chessington was enlivened by the challenge of trying to replace
this middle concert of three, and although I was fully in sympathy with the predicament of the Club
organisers who felt it would not be wise to bring people with little or no sight out onto Kingston’s
snowy streets, I was equally determined not to waste our hard-won funding, and so I was grateful to
Liz, the Activities Organiser at Southborough Nursing Home, when she leapt into the breach and
agreed that we could perform after lunch for her residents instead. Our 2014-15 season in Kingston
was a busy one, with 24 concerts funded by the four Neighbourhood grants committees and several
extra concerts supported by our own Friends. We met many old friends and made some new ones,
especially at Tolworth Hospital where we were performing for the first time in Cedars, the
rehabilitation unit. Printed “menus” of the music on offer have been popular and a lovely way of
engaging each group in conversation from the moment of arrival, and our musicians have turned up
with instruments of all sizes, from violins and clarinets to ‘cellos, keyboards and even harps. As can
be seen from this photo of Danielle Perrett answering questions at the Bradbury Centre, audience
involvement has been very much the order of the day…
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Conversation Pieces - words and music uniting the
generations
Violins and a ‘cello, mixed
woodwind and a French
horn from Langley Park
School for Boys joined
violinist Nicoline
Kraamwinkel, trombonist
Ian Fasham and me with
my clarinet to perform for
audiences keen to have us
perform for them as in
previous years at St
Cecilia’s Leonard Cheshire
Home in Bromley and the
Prince George Duke of
Kent Masonic Nursing
Home in Chislehurst, and
for new audiences at an
all-comers community
concert hosted by St Barnabas Church in Beckenham and at an early evening showcase for parents
and friends in school. We spent all morning on the Monday rehearsing in school, working up a
programme that had been chosen at my earlier meeting with violinist Lisa Fry who teaches music at
the school, agreed in consultation with Head of Music David Bullen who was at the sharp end as
always, conducting, organising, fixing the coffees and driving the minibus! At St Barnabas a whole
team of volunteers had come together, spending hours advertising the concert, baking an
astonishing array of home-made cakes, and organising the logistics of seating everyone comfortably
and serving the tea. Residents of the nearby Abbeyfield flats supported the concert, as did a
contingent arriving in their minibus from Bertha James Day Centre, and parishioners from churches
around the area. St Barnabas itself is tall and impressive, with an excellent acoustic, and I very
much hope that we can return soon. The concert hall at Langley Park School boasts another very
special acoustic, and having advertised the event as a cocktail concert we duly set up our table of
drinks and nibbles to one side of the platform, somewhat to the amazement of several parents who
thought I must have been joking. As a concession to the academic environment we did serve one
purely non-alcoholic fruit cocktail, together with the appropriately named “Tempo” (based on
Bacardi rum) and a refreshing “Gin Giardino”.

Helping us
In memoriam
We are grateful to Cheryl Morris for nominating Everyone Matters to run a project In memory of
John Morris and will report in due course on how we have used the magnificent fund given by his
friends, one that we hope will involve young musicians in providing pleasure for older people in
care settings.
Celebration
Many thanks to Rosemary Whittingham whose friends contributed so generously to Everyone
Matters for a project to celebrate her 80th Birthday - Congratulations Rosemary!
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Sharing Music in the Wider Community
Everyone Matters at Benslow Music Trust

Margaret Archibald and Julia Desbruslais
coached a versatile group of players in October
in repertoire involving flutes, oboe and cor
anglais, clarinets, saxophone, chromatic
harmonica, violin, mandolin, ’cello and
keyboard, seen here in action at Symonds House
Leonard Cheshire Home, one of the care homes
in Hitchin with which we now have strong links.
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Changing Times
Exploring Musical Contrast at St Nicholas School
Julia and I were very happy to be back at St Nicholas in June, joining in another happy
collaboration with Gaynor Pilbeam and her colleagues in a project targeted at many of the younger
children in the school, and with a short assembly presentation for all.

Drums are
always
popular…

…and it’s great to be put in charge.
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What’s going on inside that rainstick!

A puppet elephant marches forward to his very
own tune from Carnival of the Animals…

Assembly…
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Helping us
We are very grateful to the following for supporting our recent and current projects:
the Lucille Graham Charitable Trust; the Red Socks Charitable Trust; the Royal Borough of
Kingston upon Thames; the Concertina Charitable Trust; the Good Luck Charitable Trust; Waitrose
Community Matters Bromley South; and our many Friends - thank you to you all!
Donations from our Friends continue to make it possible for us to say “yes” to requests for concerts
and workshops, and in particular to extend projects already funded by grant-making bodies so that
we can offer more events.

How you can help
~ If you feel that you would like to
set up a standing order, or simply
make a one-off donation towards
a project of your choosing, then
please send Margaret Archibald
an email on margaret@everyonematters.co.uk or ring 020 8464 1645; it
will be very good to hear from you.

Gift Aid
Everyone Matters is registered for

Gift Aid and HMRC has now helped us to make even better use of your generous donations.

Recycling
Don’t forget that Everyone Matters has signed up for ...

!
To recycle your items for free and raise funds for this great cause simply click on this link:
Recycle 4 Everyone Matters.

Please send your old inkjet cartridges to us, or ask us for a recycling envelope. (Sorry, no mobiles).

Dates for your Diary
Lecture-recitals for music lovers and concertgoers

Musical Offerings in the Church Room at St Mark’s, Wednesdays 2.30 - 4.30p.m.
St Mark’s Church, Westmoreland Road, Bromley, BR2 0TB

Spring Season:
Wednesday 27 January
Julia Desbruslais and Margaret Archibald: Music for ‘cello with clarinet or keyboard
Wednesday 24 February
Katie Clemmow and Margaret Archibald: The oboe and clarinet - side by side through the centuries
Wednesday 23 March
Julia Desbruslais and Tim Posner: mother and son perform music for two ‘cellos
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Music Matters in The Chapel at Whitgift House, Tuesdays 7.30 - 9.30p.m.
Whitgift House, 76, Brighton Road, South Croydon, CR2 6AB

Spring Season:
Tuesday 5 January
Ian Fasham : A view of the trombone from the bottom
Tuesday 19 January
Pip Eastop: Mozart and the evolution of the Horn...
Pip attempts to demystify the strange musical properties of long conical tubes
Tuesday 9 February
Joel Raymond: The oboe man shows how to make, repair and play Baroque and Classical oboes
Tuesday 23 February
Rachel Brown: Flutes from the Baroque
Tuesday 8 March
Katie Clemmow and Margaret Archibald: The oboe and clarinet - side by side through the centuries
Tuesday 22 March
Julia Desbruslais and Tim Posner: mother and son return with a new programme for two ‘cellos
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Contact us
21, Stone Road, Bromley, Kent, BR2 9AX
Tel: 020 8464 1645; Mob: 07970 123105
Email: margaret@everyone-matters.co.uk
Website: www.everyone-matters.co.uk
Blog: passporttomusic.wordpress.com
Twitter: @EM_Charity

Everyone Matters: a company limited by guarantee No. 7450130; Registered Charity No. 1143445
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